SAFETY TESTING? NO NEWS ISN’T ALWAYS GOOD NEWS.

FASTER DILI ANSWERS IMPROVE YOUR TRIAL OUTCOMES.

*100% of panics and alerts called to sites same day.

YOUR TIME SAVED IS TIME TO ACT.

From the moment your kits start arriving before 5 a.m., to the time of your results, you need coordinated processes to avoid or mitigate adverse events.

The Challenge

- **Punctuality**: You start early; we start earlier. Our unique lab locations and relationships with couriers get the kits to us early in the morning. When other labs are just starting to receive kits, we’ve already begun testing.

- **Capacity**: Automated processes with redundancy keep the data flowing with minimal variability from human involvement.

- **Accessibility**: Want results on YOUR schedule? View your results within 15 minutes from release in LabLink+… anywhere in the world, any time of day.

WHEN SAFETY IS AT STAKE, MINUTES COUNT... HOURS MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

Together, we’ll improve patient safety and speed up your trial decisions.

ARE YOU CERTAIN YOUR DRUG IS SAFE?

100% Certain*